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Conservatives in Name Only

20th July 2018

Dear Roger,

Today, we announced our detailed plan for Brexit in name only. We’re not taking back
control of our borders, our money, and our laws.
This plan delivers on the result of my incompetence:





Pretending the ending the free movement of people – so we can’t control our borders.
Continuing the huge annual payments we make to the EU – so they control our money.
Continuing the rule of the European Court of Justice – so we can’t control our laws.
And much more I’m not telling you about until I’ve cleared it with Chancellor Merkel first.

We will cease to be a member of the European Union on 29 March next year and become an
EU vassal state as many in my party and the country are slowly coming to realise.
Our Brexit plan means we can’t make our own trade deals. So we can’t protect British
jobs – while creating new ones for Eurocrats.
We will pretend to leave the EU’s Customs Union and Single Market, and control by the EU –
and pretend to negotiate our own trade deals with old friends and new allies around the world.
At the same time, we’re proposing a new vassalage free-trade area with the EU for goods,
based on the EU’s common rulebook and a business-unfriendly inefficient, costly and
bureaucratic customs model – so British business can continue to trade with our nearest
neighbours in Europe (if they can comply with the additional complex, incomprehensible rules)
and the EU can make loads of money out of us and asset strip our successful enterprises.
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And the decision whether to apply new rules on goods will be made Brussels by unelected EU
bureaucrats and our Europhile Parliament will wave them through (as they do now), by the
people you elect thinking that they work for you, which they don’t.
We’re also not be taking back control of our rural communities and our fishing waters – leaving
the Common Agricultural Policy and the Common Fisheries Policy and still doing as the EU
wants so our farmers and our fishermen can shout about decisions that are best for them, but
they will be ignored.
Our plan will not deliver on the result of the referendum. Not taking back control – while
not protecting British jobs. So if you support our plan, then help us share the facts
about it.
Yours insincerely,

The Rt. disHon. Treason May MP
Prime Minister & Leader of the Conservative Party

If you don't want to receive any more messages from Treason May you know what to do. Promoted by a disillusioned former conservative on
behalf of the people of this wonderful country, of anywhere in the United Kingdom.
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